Supplementary Text
Correlated data from both groups of bands were divided into separate data files, corrected for ionospheric delays using total electron content models, and residual multi-band delays were determined for all sources. Dispersive "ionosphere-only" delays were formed by differencing the delays at 4.3 and 7.3 GHz, and then scaled to 6.7 GHz. Non-dispersive (tropospheric) delays were obtained by removing the dispersive component from the total observed delay at 7.3 GHz. Then non-dispersive delays were modeled as owing to a vertical atmospheric delay and a clock offset and drift rate at each antenna. Since the clock terms cancel in the pure dispersive delays, these were modeled as a vertical ionospheric delay.
For parallax measurements, our selection criteria included a minimum flux density of 3 Jy for 6.7-GHz methanol masers and 8 Jy for 22-GHz water masers, and we required at least 2 nearby background sources with separations less than 3 degrees. The background source selection excluded less than 10% of strong masers. The masers were selected from pre-existing catalogs, whose completeness is not well documented, but is likely to be at least 80% complete at our flux density cutoffs. So, we estimate that we have measured parallaxes for more than 70% of high mass star forming regions with 6.7 GHz stronger than 3 Jy and 22 GHz masers stronger than 8 Jy. Background sources were selected from the VCS2 and VCS3 catalogs (24, 25) and the BeSSeL calibration survey (26, 27) . Except for G059.83+00.67, where the extragalactic radio sources were used as the phase reference, a clean maser channel was used for other sources. Table S2 shows the positions and source properties for the masers used for parallax measurements and the corresponding background sources, as well as other observational parameters.
G054.10−00.08 & G059.47−00.18 were observed at 22-GHz (H2O masers) and the other six sources at 6.7-GHz (CH3OH masers). Parallax and proper motion were estimated following techniques described in previous work (28, Paper I) . H2O masers are found in outflows with speeds of 10 -100 km s −1 , and the maser spots are not always distributed uniformly around their central exciting star. This can limit the estimated accuracy of the proper motion of the exciting star. Since the two H2O maser sources have few spots and a simple narrow maser spectrum, the motions of their central stars were determined by averaging the persistent spots used for parallax fitting, and then assigning a proper motion uncertainty of 10 km s −1 at the measured distance. Unlike H2O masers, CH3OH masers move slowly, typically a few km s −1 (29), so we expect little problem in estimating the accuracy of the proper motions of the underlying stars. 
Parallax and Proper Motion Fitting Details
Parallax fits are based on spots persisting over four or more epochs, as shown in table S4. The parallax uncertainties in the table are formal fitting uncertainties (scaled to give a chi-squared-per-degree-of-freedom of unity) and then multiplied by sqrt(N), where N is the number of maser spots used, in order to conservatively allow for correlated systematic error from uncompensated atmospheric delays between the masers and a QSO. Figure S1 to S8 show the maser spot positions (relative to the background sources) as a function of time and the parallax fits. fig. S1. Parallax and proper motion data and fits for G054.10−00.08. The position offsets are shown for one maser spot at V = 37.7 (triangles) and two maser spots at 36.2 km s −1 (squares for the strong spot and hexagons for the weak spot) for the two background sources J1928+1859 (red) and J1935+2031 (green), respectively. 
